
5260400 ARCHITECTURAL PAVERS 
COMMENTS FROM INTERNAL/INDUSTRY REVIEW 

Neil Monkman 
239-462-7371 

neil.monkman@wrightg.com 
 

Comments: (10-2-15) 
What if the plan quantity is wrong? Example (based on existing verbiage) The plan quantity is 
200 SY, the contractor installs 200 SY and is 10 feet short of the bull nose on a traffic separator. 
I know it needs to go to the end and it is agreed by the PA that the additional area in SY will 
"complete" the intent and be "accepted". Based on the proposed verbiage, I get my 200 SY in 
and I am stopping until I get something in writing that I am going to get paid for the overrun. 
Look at it from the other side of the coin, Plans call for 200 SY and it turns out it is only 180 SY. 
Per the spec I am getting paid plan quantity am I not? 
 
Response: If Plan Quantity is wrong (error in PQ), then refer to Section 9-3.2.1 of the 
Specifications (Plan Error). If the change is a field revision, then the quantity change will either 
be added or deleted from the Plan Quantity. Also see response below. Thank you for your 
comment. 
No change made. 

****************************************************************************** 
Jeff LeClaire 

D4, Treasure Coast Operations 
 

Comments: (10-29-15) 
There may be instances when the area of pavers needs to be increased or decreased due to plan 
changes, added or removed landscape, traffic signals poles, traffic signal controller cabinets and 
utilities relocates. Think it would be better to have the flexibility to change as needed. 
 
Response: With the Designer using the Digital 3D software, the Designer should be able to come 
up with more accurate quantities for PQ pay items (this will eliminate Plan Error). As always, 
field changes are not planned, therefore, only the changes will need to be measured. Any field 
changes will be dealt with as specified above (field measured and documented). The request to 
change this pay item to plan quantity was to eliminate field personnel measuring the quantity. 
Thank you for your comment. 
No change made. 
 
****************************************************************************** 

 


